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My invention relates to flooded type evapora 
tors for refrigerating machines. 

Flooded evaporators are ordinarily provided 
with a header or other vapor separating chamber 
and an extended liquid refrigerant circulatory 
passage, liquid vaporizable refrigerant being Sup 
plied to the evaporator from a compressor-con 
denser unit, or other refrigerant liquefying ap 
paratus. The liquid refrigerant supplied to the 
evaporator is preferably injected into the cir 
culatory passage in order to set up a positive 
flow of refrigerant in a predetermined direction 
and to increase the velocity of circulation. The 
circulating liquid refrigerant is vaporized by the 
absorption of heat from articles contained in the 
compartment in which the evaporator is located. 
The passage communicates with the header in 
with the refrigerant, vaporized by the absorp 
tion of heat is separated from the remaining 
liquid refrigerant, the vaporized refrigerant being 
returned to the refrigerant liquefying apparatus 
from the header. It is an object of my invention to provide an 
improved arrangement for injecting liquid refrig 
erant in a flooded evaporator in Such manner as 
to obtain rapid circulation of liquid refrigerant 
through the passages of the evaporator and 
hereby obtain the maximum absorption of heat 
by the liquid refrigerant from the walls of the 
evaporator. Further objects and advantages of my inven 
tion will become apparent as the following de 
scription proceeds and the features of novelty 
which characterize my invention will be pointed 
out with particularity in the claims annexed to 
and forming a part of this specification. 

For a better understanding of my invention, 
reference may be had to the accompanying draw 
ing in which Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a 
refrigerating machine having an evaporator en 
bodying my invention; Fig. 2 is a perspective 
view partly in section of the evaporator shown 
in Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a sectional view on the line 
3-3 of the evaporator shown in Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 
is a fragmentary view, partly in Section, of a 
modified form of equalizer conduit for the evapo 
rator shown in Fig. 2. Referring to the drawing, in Fig. 1, I have 
shown a refrigerating machine including an 
evaporator embodying my invention. In this 
machine, a motor and compressor are arranged in 
an hermetically sealed casing 0. Gaseous re 
frigerant is compressed by the motor driven con 
pressor in the casing 0 and is discharged into 
a condenser where it is liquefied. The liquefied 

(C. 62-126) 
refrigerant flows from the condenser , through 
a flow controlling float valve 2 into a liquid line 
3 from which the liquid refrigerant is injected 

into an evaporator 4. The liquid refrigerant is 
vaporized in the evaporator by the absorption 
of heat and the vaporized refrigerant is returned 
to the compressor through the suction line fa. 
The evaporator 4 comprises two complemen 

tary sheet metal portions 5 and 6. The inner 
Smooth sheet 6 is provided with a pair of trans 
verse indentations 7 and 8 adjacent the upper 
edges thereof, which cooperate with the comple 
mentary indentations 9 and 20 in the outer sheet 
5 to form the cylindrical headers 2 and 22. 
The Outer sheet 5 is also provided with a plural 
tity of parallel indentations or corrugations 23 
to 3, inclusive, which cooperate with the smooth 
sheet to form depending refrigerant circulatory 
passages connecting the headers 2 and 22 and 
communicating with the headers below the nor 
mal liquid levels therein. The inner smooth 
sheet 6 is made slightly larger than the outer 
sheet 5 and its longitudinal edges are folded over 
the adjacent edges of the sheet 5. The sheets 
5 and is are then Welded or otherwise secured 

together along their peripheral edges and be 
tween the refrigerant passages formed therein. 
The welding may be in the form of a line Weld or 
a series of spot welds, or the sheets may be 
brazed together or joined in some other manner, 
if desired. After having been secured together 
the sheets 5 and 6 are bent into a U-shape, 
as shown in the drawing. Inturned flanges 32 
and 33 are provided at the top of the legs of 
the U to facilitate the mounting of the evaporator 
f4 in the cabinet 34 by screws or bolts passing 
through the holes 35 and 36 in the flanges 32 
and 33 respectively. Articles to be frozen, such as 
trays of water, may conventiently be Supported 
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on the intermediate part of the sheet metal por- 40 
tions and within the compartment, thus formed 
by the evaporator 4. Liquid vaporizable refrigerant is supplied to the 
evaporator 4 through the liquid line 3 which 
enters the evaporator through the side wall of 45 
the header 22, passes downwardly through the 
refrigerant passage 3 and terminates in a trans 
verse flute 3 formed in the inner sheet . 
Liquid refrigerant is injected upwardly into the 
refrigerant circulatory passages from the refrig- 50 
erant supply conduit 3. This arrangement for 
injecting liquid refrigerant into a plurality of 
refrigerant circulatory passage communicating 
with a header of an evaporator is not my inven 
tion, but is the invention of Christian Steenstrup 55 
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2 
and is described and claimed in his copending 
application, Serial No. 658,321, fled February 24, 
1933, and assigned to General Electric Company, 
the assignee of my present invention. 
In accordance with my invention, the evapo 

rator is provided with passages for recirculat 
ing liquid refrigerant from one header to the 
other in order that all of the liquid refrigerant 
may be most efficiently utilized for absorbing heat 
from articles to be cooled. I prefer to inject the 
liquid refrigerant into a centrally located group 
of refrigerant passages, the recirculating passages 
being located on each side. thereof, as shown in 
the illustrative form of my invention, in Order 
that the length of the circulatory path of the 
liquid refrigerant through the headers may be 
reduced to a minimum. In the form of my inven 
tion, which is illustrated in the drawing, liquid 
refrigerant is injected through the refrigerant 
circulatory passages 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29, from the 
holes 38 in the upper side of the refrigerant Sup 
ply conduit 3, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2. 
The liquid refrigerant thus injected passes up 
wardly into the header 22, and as it circulates 
through these passages 25 to 29 inclusive, it ab 
sorbs heat from articles contained in the cabi 
net 34 in which the evaporator is located and is 
partially vaporized by such absorption of heat. 
The vaporized refrigerant separates from the liq 
uid refrigerant in the header 22 and the liquid re 
frigerant is recirculated through the refrigerant 
circulatory passages 23, 24, 30, and 3. The 
liquid refrigerant from the header .22 passes 
downwardly through these passages as indicated 
by the arrows in Fig. 2 and enters the header 2 . 
The liquid refrigerant, passing through the pas 
sages 23, 24, 30, and 3 is also partially vaporized 
by the absorption of heat and the vaporized re 
frigerant is collected in the header 2. The liquid 
refrigerant, remaining in the header 2, flows 
downwardly through the passages 25 to 29, in 
clusive, back to the injection point where it is en 
trained by fresh liquid refrigerant entering the 
evaporator from the liquid supply conduit 3. 
The headers 2 and 22 are normally maintained 
about half full of liquid refrigerant, the vapor 
ized refrigerant being collected in the upper parts 
Of the headers. The vaporized refrigerant col 
lected in the header 22 passes through an equaliz 
ing conduit 39 to the header 2. In the evapor 
ator shown in Fig. 2, the equalizing conduit 39 is 
connected to the headers 2 and 22 above the nor 
mal liquid levels therein and serves simply as a 
pressure equalizer and to convey the vaporized re frigerant. 
I have found that when a refrigerant, such as 

methyl formate is used as a refrigerant, in an 
evaporator of the type described, in which the dif 
ference in density between the lubricating oil and 
the refrigerant is Small and in which the lubri 
cating oil is broken up into small globules by the 
agitation caused by the injectors, the oil will 
circulate almost as a part of the refrigerant body 
until it reaches a sufficiently quiet place to permit 
Separation therefron by gravity. Thus it will 
be seen that the evaporator shown in Fig. 2 is 
particularly adapted for use with refrigerants of 
this type, as it is not necessary that the equaliz 
ing conduit 39 serve to convey oil from the header 
22 to the header 2 since it will be carried thereto 
by the liquid refrigerant. 
A suction line 4a is connected to the header 2 

rather than to the header 22 as the liquid refrig 
erant in the header 2 is agitated to a lesser ex 
tent than that in the header 22, since the injectors 

enough on the sides of the cup 46 to preclude the 
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are more remote therefrom, and it is desirable to 
locate the suction line connection in a quiet 
Zone in order to guard against the return of 
liquid refrigerant to the compressor and also to 
facilitate the separation of oil from the refriger 
ant by gravity. In order to further guard against 
the entrance of liquid refrigerant into the suction 
line 4a, and also to provide a quiet zone for the 
collection of lubricant on the surface of the liquid refrigerant, I have provided a baffle arrangement C 
in the header 2 as best shown in Fig. 2. This ar 
rangement includes a pair of disc shaped baffles 4 
and 42 connected by a cross piece 43. The lower 
portions of the baffles 4 and 42 are cut away 
and holes or apertures 44 and 45 are provided in 15 
them respectively to permit a limited flow of 
refrigerant past the same. The liquid refrigerant 
in the passages 26, 27 and 28 which are between 
the baffles 4 and 42 is flowing downwardly out 
from the header 2; this arrangement serves fur 
ther to insure a quiet zone of liquid in the vicinity. 
of the suction line. An oil separation cup 46 is 
Supported about the end of the suction inef4a 
by downstruck portions 47 and 48 of cross piece 
43. Holes 49 are provided in the sides of cup 46 25 
in order that oil may be skimmed off the surface 
of the liquid refrigerant in the header. 2 and re 
turned to the compressor in casing. O: through 
the suction line f4a, these holes being placed high 

20 

30 entrance therethrough of liquid refrigerant. 
In Fig. 4, I have shown a modified form of 

equalizing tube and header arrangement which is 
more particularly adapted for use with refriger 
ants, such as sulphur dioxide, which have a dens 
ity which differs materially from that of the lubri 
cating oil used therewith. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the headers 2a and 22a are connected by an 
equalizing conduit 50 communicating with these 
headers at the normal liquid levels therein so that 
both liquid and vaporized refrigerant may be cir 
culated from the header 22a to the header 2 ?a, 
through this equalizing conduit 50. In that way 
oil, which may collect on the surface of the liquid 
refrigerant in the header 22, is carried to the 45 header 2 by the liquid refrigerant circulating 
through the equalizing conduit 50 and may be 
returned to the compressor in the casing O 
through the suction line f4a. \ 
While I have shown a particular embodiment of 50 

my invention in connection with a compression 
refrigerating machine, I do not desire my in 
vention to be limited to the particular construction 
shown and described, and I intend in the ap 
pended claims to cover all modifications within 5: 
the spirit and scope of my invention. 
What I claim, as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States, is: . . . 
1. A flooded evaporator for refrigeratingma 

chines including a pair of headers, means de- 60 
pending below said headers and having a refrig 
erant circulatory passage formed therein for con 
veying refrigerant between said headers, means 
injecting liquid refrigerant into said passage for 
producing circulation of liquid refrigerant from 65 
One of Said headers to the other header, said 
means having a second refrigerant circulatory 
passage formed therein and communicating with 
said headers below the normal liquid levels there 
in for providing a path for the recirculation of 70 
liquid refrigerant from said other header to said one header. . . . 

2. A flooded evaporator, for refrigerating ma 
chines, comprising complementary sheet metal 
portions at least one of said sheet metal portions 75 

35 

5 5 
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having an indentation thereinforming a header, 
a plurality of refrigerant circulatory passages 
formed between said sheet metal portions and 
communicating with said header below the nor 
mal liquid level therein, said passages communi 
cating with each other remote from said header, 
and means for injecting liquid refrigerant into 
only part of the total number of said refrig 
erant paSSages and remote from said header, the 
remainder of said refrigerant passages providing 
a path for the recirculation of liquid refrigerant 
from said header. 3. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising a pair of headers, means ex 
tending between said headers providing a hori 
Zontal Surface for supporting articles to be cooled, 
Said means including a plurality of refrigerant 
circulatory passages communicating with said 
headers below the normal liquid levels therein, 
and means injecting liquid refrigerant into only 
a part of the total number of said passages in por 
tions thereof remote from said headers for pro 
ducing circulation of liquid refrigerant from one 
of Said headers to the other of said headers, the 
remainder of Said refrigerant passages providing 
a path for the recirculation of liquid refrigerant 
from said other header to said one header. 

4. An evaporator of the flooded type for refrig 
erating machines comprising complementary 
sheet metal portions, at least one of said sheet 
metal portions having indentations therein form 
ing headers adjacent the opposite edges of said 
sheet metal portions, the intermediate part of said 
sheet metal portions providing a support for arti 
cles to be cooled, a plurality of refrigerant circula 
tory passages formed between said sheet metal 
portions and communicating with said headers 
below the normal liquid levels, therein, and means 
injecting liquid refrigerant into Only a part of the 
total number of Said passages in portions thereof 
remote from said headers for producing circula 
tion of liquid refrigerant from one of said headers 
to the other of said headers, the remainder of said 
refrigerant passages providing a path for the re 
circulation of liquid refrigerant from said other 
header to Said one header. 5. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
hines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
anetal portions, at least one of said sheet metal 
portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent the top of each leg of the U and 
a plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory 
passages communicating with said headers below 
the normal liquid levels therein, and means in 
jecting liquid refrigerant into only a part of the 
total number of Said passages remote from Said 
headers for producing circulation of liquid re 
rigerant from one of said headers to the other 
of said headers, the remainder of said refrigerant 
passages providing a path for the recirculation of 
liquid refigerant from said other header to said 
one header. 6. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
metal portions, at least One of Said sheet metal 
portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent the top of each leg of the U and 
a plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory 
passages communicating with Said headers below 
the normal liquid levels therein, a transverse flute 
in one of said sheet metal portions, and means 
injecting liquid refrigerant into only a part of the 
total number of said passages remote from said 
headers including a refrigerant conduit located in 
said transverse flute, the remainder of said re 

3 

frigerant passages providing a path for the recir 
culation of liquid refrigerant from One of said 
headers to the other. 7. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a header, means for circulating 
liquid refrigerant supplied to said evaporator, said 
means including a plurality of refrigerant circu 
latory passages communicating with said header 
below the normal liquid level therein and com 
municating with each other at a point remote 
from said header, and means for injecting liquid 
refrigerant into a central group of said refrigerant 
passages remote from said header, the remainder 
of Said refrigerant passages providing a path for 
the recirculation of liquid refrigerant from said 
header. 8. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a pair of headers, means for cir 
culating liquid refrigerant supplied to said evap 
Orator, said means including a plurality of de 
pending refrigerant circulatory passages opening 
into Said headers below the normal liquid levels 
therein and means for injecting liquid refrigerant 
into a centrally located group of said passages at 
points remote from said headers, the remainder 
of Said passages providing a path for the recircu 
lation of liquid refrigerant from one of said head 
ers to the other. 9. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a pair of headers, means for cir 
culating liquid refrigerant supplied to said evap 
Orator, said means including a plurality of re 
frigerant circulatory passages communicating 
With said headers below the normal liquid levels 
therein, means for injecting liquid refrigerant 5 
into a part of Said passages at points below one of 
Said headers, the remainder of said passages pro 
viding a path for the recirculation of liquid re 
frigerant from one of said headers to the other, 
and means for removing vaporized refrigerant 
from the one of Said headers most remote from 
Said first mentioned means. 

10. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a pair of headers, means for cir 
culating liquid refrigerant supplied to said evap 
Orator, said means including a plurality of re 
frigerant circulatory passages communicating 
with said headers below the normal liquid levels 
therein, means for injecting liquid refrigerent into 
a centrally located group of Said paSSages at 
points below one of Said headers, the remainder 
of said passages providing a path for the recir 
culation of liquid refrigerant from one of said 
headers to the other, and means for removing va 
porized refrigerant from the one of said headers 
most remote from said first mentioned means. 

11. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
metal portions, at least one of said sheet metal 
portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent to the top of each leg of the U, 
a plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory 
passages formed between said sheet metal por 
tions and communicating with said headers below 
the normal liquid level therein, means for inject 
ing liquid refrigerant upwardly into part of said 
passages at a point below one of said headers, the 
remainder of said passages providing a path for 
the recirculation of liquid refrigerant from Said 
one header to the other of said headers, and means 
for removing vaporized refrigerant from Said 
other header. 12. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
metal portions, at least one of said sheet metal 
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portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent the top of each leg of the U, a 
plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory 
passages formed between said sheet metal por 
tions and communicating with said headers below 
the normal liquid level therein, a transverse flute 
in one wall of said U-shaped evaporator, means 
for injecting liquid refrigerant into a part of 
said passages including a refrigerant conduit lo 
cated in said transverse flute, the remainder of 
said passages providing a path for the recircula 
tion of liquid refrigerant from the header above 
said transverse flute to the other of Said headers, 
and means for removing vaporized refrigerant 
from said other header. 

13. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped 
sheet metal portions, at least one of said sheet 
metal portions having indentations therein form 
ing a header adjacent the top of each leg of the U, 
a plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory 
passages formed between said sheet metal por 
tions and communicating with said headers below 
the normal liquid level therein, a transverse flute 
on One Wall of Said U-shaped evaporator, means 
for injecting liquid refrigerant upwardly in a cen 
trally located group of said passages and into one 
of said headers, the remainder of said passages 
providing a path for the recirculation of liquid 
refrigerant from said one header to the other of 
said headers, and means for removing vaporized 
refrigerant from said other header. 

14. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
metal portions, at least one of said sheet metal 
portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent the top of each leg of the U, a 
plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory pas 
sages formed between said sheet metal portions 
and communicating with said headers below the 
normal liquid levels therein, and means for inject 
ing liquid refrigerant into a part of said passages 
including a refrigerant conduit entering the wall 
of one of said headers passing downwardly 
through one of Said refrigerant passages to a 
point remote from said last mentioned header, 
the remainder of said refrigerant passages pro 
viding a path for the recirculation of liquid re 
frigerant from one of said headers to the other. 

15. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
metal portions, at least one of Said sheet metal 
portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent the top of each leg of the U, a 
plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory pas 
sages formed between said sheet metal portions 
and communicating with said headers below the 
normal liquid levels therein, a transverse flute on 
one wall of said U-shaped evaporator, means for 
injecting liquid refrigerant upwardly into a cen 
trally located group of said passages including a 
refrigerant conduit entering said evaporator 
through a wall of the header above said trans 
verse flute passing downwardly through one of 
said refrigerant passages and through said trans 
verse flute, the remainder of said refrigerant pas 
sages providing a path for the recirculation of 
liquid refrigerant from the header above said 
transverse flute to the other of Said headers. 

16. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines comprising complementary U-shaped sheet 
metal portions, at least one of said sheet metal 
portions having indentations therein forming a 
header adjacent the top of each leg of the U, a 
plurality of depending refrigerant circulatory pas 
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sages formed between said sheet metal portions 
and communicating with said headers below the 
normal liquid levels therein, a transverse flute 
on One Wall of said U-shaped evaporator, means 
for injecting liquid refrigerant upwardly into a 5 
centrally located group of said passages includ 
ing a refrigerant conduit entering said evaporator 
through a wall of the header above said trans 
verse flute passing downwardly through one of 
said refrigerant passages and through said trans- 10 
verse flute, the remainder of said refrigerant pas 
Sages providing a path for the recirculation of 
liquid refrigerant from the header above said 
transverse flute to the other of said headers, and 
means for removing vaporized refrigerant from 15 
said other header. 

17. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a pair of headers, means for cir 
culating liquid refrigerant supplied to said evap 
orator, said means including a plurality of de- 20 
pending refrigerant circulatory passages commu 
nicating with said headers below the normal liq 
uld levels therein, a pressure equalizer tube con 
necting said headers above the normal liquid 
levels therein, and means for injecting liquid re- 25 
frigerant into a part of said passages remote from 
said headers, the remainder of said passages pro 
viding a path for the recirculation of liquid re 
frigerant from One of said headers to the other. 

18. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma- 30 
chines including a header, means for circulating 
liquid refrigerant supplied to said evaporator, said 
means including a refrigerant circulatory passage 
communicating with said header, a suction line 
extending within said header for the removal of 85 
vaporized refrigerant therefron, a cup surround 
ing the end of Said Suction line within said header, 
Said cup being provided with an aperture in the 
side thereof to provide for the admission of lu 
bricant to said cup from the surface of liquid re- 40 
frigerant in said header, and means arranged in 
said header and obstructing the flow of liquid 
refrigerant in said header past said cup for pro 
viding a quiet zone about said cup in order that 
Said lubricant may accumulate on the surface of 45 
said liquid refrigerant in said header. 

19. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a header, means for circulating 
liquid refrigerant supplied to said evaporator, said 
means including a refrigerant circulatory passage 50 
communicating with said header, a suction line 
extending within said header for the removal of 
vaporized refrigerant therefrom, a cup surround 
ing the end of said suction line within said header, 
said cup being provided with an aperture in the 55 
side thereof to provide for the admission of lubri 
cant to said cup from the surface of liquid re 
frigerant in said header, and means arranged in 
said header and obstructing the flow of liquid re 
frigerant in said header past said cup for provid- 60 
ing a quiet Zone about said cup in order that said 
lubricant may accumulate on the surface of said 
liquid refrigerant in said header, said means in 
cluding apertured discs supported in said header 
on each side of said cup in spaced relation thereto. 65 

20. A flooded evaporator for refrigerating ma 
chines including a header, means for circulating 
liquid refrigerant supplied to said evaporator, said 
means including a plurality of refrigerant circu 
latory passages communicating with said header 70 
below the normal liquid level therein and com 
municating with each other at a point remote 
from said header, means injecting liquid refrig 
erant into a plurality of said passages for circu 
lating liquid refrigerant away from said header 5 
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through a group of said passages and for re 
turning said liquid refrigerant to said header 
through the remainder of said passages, means 
including a pair of baffles spaced apart and are 
ranged within said header for providing a quiet 
zone of liquid within said header, the refrigerant 
circulatory passages entering said header between 

S 
said baffles being in said group circulating refrig 
erant away from said header, and a suction line 
extending within said header between said baffles 
for the removal of vaporized refrigerant from said 
evaporator. 

LEONARD W. ATCHSON, 
5 


